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Geography

Predicting Habitat for Five Rare Plant Species Within the Blackfoot Swan Landscape
Restoration Project
Chairperson: Dr. Anna Klene
This study predicted rare-plant habitat at the landscape scale. Using the Maximum
Entropy (MaxEnt) algorithm, relationships to and between each environmental variable were
quantified for five species in the Blackfoot Swan Landscape Restoration Project (BSLRP) study
area in western Montana. This project is part of a greater vegetation assessment for BSLRP that
utilizes remotely sensed products for planning and management purposes. The five rare plant
species studied in this analysis were common camas (Camassia quamash), clustered lady’sslipper (Cypripedium fasciculatum), western pearlflower (Heterocodon rariflorum), Howell’s
gumweed (Grindelia howellii), and crested shieldfern (Dryopteris cristata).
Rare plant models typically do not address dispersal mechanisms in conceptual design.
This analysis built dispersal mechanisms into model design by buffering the project area based
upon dispersal potential. Plant population data is typically stored as polygons in state and federal
databases. This data is usually condensed into a single point before entry into modeling
algorithms. This analysis addressed this issue by proportionately placing multiple points inside
the polygons. In addition, this analysis considered the effects of using different regularization
parameter values in MaxEnt and how it affected model performance. For one species, the
efficacy of including LiDAR-derived canopy cover to enhance discrimination of understory
communities and its effect on improving model performance was examined. Accuracy
assessments were used to better understand predictions and statistical relationships between
environmental variables. Lastly, predicted habitat maps were overlaid to identify areas of high
probability habitat for multiple species across the project area.
The field surveys identified thirteen new populations of plants. Overall accuracy for the
predictions ranged from 26 to 69%. Comparison between predictions based upon centroids
versus distributed points yielded an improved AUC and reduced standard deviation. The LiDAR
data defined a narrower niche and had an improved AUC and lower standard deviation but did
not lower assessed accuracy for crested shieldfern. Species distribution model studies are one
way for resource managers to identify potential habitat for rare species before going into the
field. They can use this information to prioritize field surveys and inform management decisions.
Also, SDM studies provide information on species’ environmental associations and can be used
to further understand species ecology.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The future of biological diversity is uncertain. The current rate of extinction on Earth is
1,000 times greater than the historic background rate (IUCN 2017). In Montana alone, 11% of all
vascular plant species are considered at risk of extirpation (Montana Natural Heritage Program
(MTNHP) 2017). This risk can be mitigated through management of habitat and related
environmental resources (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). However, management relies on
conservation and environmental planning to decide realistic courses of action, and that is
contingent on understanding species distribution across the landscape (Guisan and Zimmerman
2000, Vaughan and Ormerod 2003).
Plants are designated as sensitive if populations are threatened with extinction due to
decreasing numbers or loss of habitat (USFS 2005). The United States Forest Service (USFS)
oversees management of endangered, threatened, and sensitive species on national forest land,
including the 18% of Montana that is designated as national forest. Management of these
sensitive species focuses on maintaining viable populations and mitigating that risk for species
listing under the US Endangered Species Act (USFS 2005).
For land management project planning on USFS lands, managers need to collect specific,
detailed information on species within a project area in order to prepare the requisite legal
documents, such as those required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (1969).
This is done through field surveys of proposed project areas. One technique is to field survey the
majority of a proposed project area for rare plants (Elzinga et al.1998). Under this methodology,
the majority of a project area is surveyed, regardless of whether or not it has been identified as
potential habitat beforehand. This is ideal for smaller project areas with high potential for rare
plants. While this methodology provides the greatest coverage, it is both time and labor
1

intensive. Targeted sampling is another practice which identifies suitable habitat for threatened
species before field assessments are performed (Elzinga et al.1998). Ideally, botanists select only
the most highly probable habitat for survey by the field technicians, thus decreasing the amount
of time and money spent surveying the area while still achieving an effective sample.
Technicians then field survey the potential habitat by walking through proposed units to collect
information on species occurrence. While targeted sampling can decrease potential habit to be
surveyed, field surveys are still labor intensive, expensive, and often yield poor detection of
target species (Elzinga et al.1998).
Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) make it possible to manage landscapes more
effectively using remotely sensed and other spatially explicit data (Franklin 2009). These data
are used in species distribution models (SDM) to extrapolate relationships between species and
environmental factors across the landscape of interest (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000, Elith and
Leathwick 2009, Franklin 2009). SDM outputs represent areas of potential habitat across the
landscape and can be used to target field surveys. Targeting areas of high probability habitat
improves field survey efficiency and rare plant detection prior to project implementation. SDMs
can also test how management scenarios may affect species or landscape-level species
composition in the future (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000, Elith and Leathwick 2009, Franklin
2009). SDMs can sometimes answer ecological questions about species of interest by evaluating
the significance of environmental factors influencing distribution.
This study was designed to predict rare plant habitat at the landscape scale using fineresolution remotely sensed products, which had not previously been done in this area which has a
paucity of knowledge on rare species. These five species are considered at risk of extirpation or
are culturally significant to Native American tribes in this area. Modeled species included
2

common camas (Camassia quamash), clustered lady’s-slipper (Cypripedium fasciculatum),
western pearlflower (Heterocodon rariflorum), Howell’s gumweed (Grindelia howellii), and
crested shieldfern (Dryopteris cristata). Using the Maximum Entropy model (MaxEnt),
relationships to each environmental variable were quantified for five species within the
Blackfoot Swan Landscape Restoration Project (BSLRP). A LiDAR-derived environmental
variable was tested for its efficacy in improving model accuracy. This provided some insight into
ecological relationships between these rare plant species and their environment. This analysis
improves upon methodologies typically followed for predicting rare plant habitat by addressing
ecological issues surrounding dispersal and limitations of polygon population data. This project
is part of a greater vegetation assessment for BSLRP that utilizes models constructed from
remotely sensed raster products for planning and management purposes. It can also serve as a
resource to assess risk, prioritize work, and provide additional information on species
distribution and ecology for project planning.

3

CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
Species Distribution Models
One type of environmental model, species distribution models (SDMs), predicts potential
habitat for a species using observation and environmental data (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000).
Typically, in the case of rare plant species, an SDM estimates plant distribution across a study
area using known plant locations (observation data) and environmental data such as
precipitation. The necessary information to make informed management decisions for rare plant
planning is typically limited because the spatial distribution of populations across the landscape
is not well understood (Gogol-Prokurat 2011). SDMs can produce habitat suitability maps for
rare species to help resource managers prioritize field surveys. They also allow us to test
hypotheses on which environmental variables have the greatest effect on species distribution.
This information can be useful in biogeographical studies and can provide insight species
ecology (Elith & Leathwick 2009). SDMs can also simulate the impacts of various management
strategies on plant distribution, as in this study.
In the USFS, sensitive species are defined as those with decreasing population size or
those for which reduction in habitat would threaten their survival or distribution (USFS 2005).
Management of these species focuses on maintaining population viability to avoid the possibility
of an Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFS 2005).
Sensitive species are selected by the Regional Forester in each USFS Region using information
from the Fish and Wildlife Service, state databases, and other relevant sources (USFS 2005). The
Montana Natural Heritage Program is a state agency that maintains population information on
plants and animals found within all lands in the state of Montana. Their focus is on data
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collection for species of concern, or plants and animals that are at risk of being extirpated from
the state.

MaxEnt
The species distribution model employed in this analysis was Maximum Entropy
(MaxEnt). Using species occurrences and environmental data, MaxEnt produces a relative
likelihood of observation, or habitat suitability, for a species. MaxEnt is a presence only model,
meaning absence data is not required for modeling exercises (Phillips et al. 2006). Instead,
MaxEnt randomly samples environmental variable points from the study area to create
background data, which is used as a proxy for absence data (Phillips et al. 2006, Phillips et al.
2009, Elith et al. 2011). MaxEnt constructs a statistical distribution of environmental variables,
including mean and deviation, found at occurrence and at background points (Elith et al. 2011).
Entropy is maximized, and statistically demonstrated, by the output prediction whose distribution
is most similar to that of the occurrence points (Phillips et al. 2006, Elith 2011). High probability
areas are those with environmental values most similar to the mean environmental values found
at occurrence points.

Occurrence Data
Much of the data on rare plant occurrences comes from herbarium records and state
databases. Although a rich data source, herbarium data suffers from high locational uncertainty
and biased collection records (Franklin 2009). SDM input data is assumed have been randomly
collected from across the landscape (Phillips 2005, Kramer-Schadt 2013, Fourcade 2014).
Despite this programmatic assumption, most occurrences used in SDMs were collected
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opportunistically with no predefined sampling framework (Elith 2011). Accuracy of model
outputs is usually more dependent on locational certainty of occurrences than the number of
occurrences (Engler et al. 2004). Thus, it would be optimal to clean input data by removing
occurrences with high locational uncertainty and ensuring taxonomy of occurrence data when
possible.

BSLRP Study Area
In the Rocky Mountains, disturbances such as fire, disease, and/or insect outbreaks are
principal determinants of landscape heterogeneity, with fire the most important (Bassman 2015).
In 2015, over 10 million acres (4,046,860 hectares) burned in the US, with associated
suppression costs surpassing $2,000,000,000 (NIFC 2017). State and federal agencies such as the
USFS manage responses to wildfires a cost to other agency objectives. Currently, more than 50%
of the USFS budget is spent on fire management, while in the 1990s it comprised around 15%
(USDA Forest Service 2015).
Beginning in the mid-19th century, naturally occurring wildfires were suppressed when
possible (Bassman 2015). Over time, suppression of the natural fire regime has resulted in
overgrown forests with much longer fire return intervals (Keane 2002, Finney and Cohen 2003,
Bassman 2015). Decades of fire suppression precipitated undesirable forest conditions,
increasing management costs. In 2009, the Collaborative Forest Landscape Restoration Program
(CFLRP) was passed by Congress, which provided funding for collaborative, landscape-scale
forest management (USDA Forest Service 2017a). Its goals include reducing wildfire risk,
improving forest health, and creating jobs. The Blackfoot Swan Landscape Restoration Project
(BSLRP) is a landscape-level project funded under CFLRP in western Montana. The goal of
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BSLRP is to restore a natural fire regime to a landscape that has the potential to support more
resilient and diverse ecosystems (Bassman 2015).
BSLRP encompasses 1.2-million acres (4,856,228 hectares) in the Mission Ranges of the
Rocky Mountains in western Montana (Figure 1). Approximately 70% of the project area is
publicly-owned land and consequently, over twenty local, state, and federal collaborative groups
have been involved in development and implementation of project goals (USDA Forest Service
2017b). It spans three ranger districts across three National Forests (NF): Lincoln Ranger District
on the Helena – Lewis & Clark NF, Seeley Lake Ranger District on the Lolo NF, and Swan Lake
Ranger District on the Flathead NF. The project is bordered by some of Montana’s most remote
mountainous areas including the Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex in the East, the Mission
Mountain range in the West, and the Garnet Mountain Range in the South.

Research Questions
There is little information on the distribution of rare plant species within BSLRP.
Information on rare plant distribution is necessary for resource managers to complete project
planning. This analysis sought to address this need using remotely sensed imagery products and
the MaxEnt algorithm to predict rare-plant habitat for five rare plant species in BSLRP and
answering the following questions:
(1) How well can we predict habitat for rare plants in BSLRP?
(2) Can we improve SDM modeling for rare plant species by addressing:
(a) the dispersal potential of each species,
(b) occurrence data stored as polygons,
(c) if LiDAR data improves model performance, and
7

(d) over-prediction of rare plant habitat.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
Computational modeling was a desirable and pragmatic option for identifying habitat
within the BSLRP project area. Botanists on each National Forest included in the BSLRP project
provided knowledge on potential plant habitat that was incorporated into models when possible.
Botanists were included in almost every aspect of the modeling process, from design to field
assessment, and their participation was an important aspect of the process because they will use
the results to complete impact statements.
Preliminary analysis included compiling sensitive species located within the project area
from the Natural Resource Manager (NRM) Threatened and Endangered Species (TESP)
database. Botanists on all Forests in BSLRP met with the regional botanist to discuss potential
species, needs, as well as a generalized modeling approach in February 2016. At this meeting, a
list of all potential species as well as two potential modeling methods were given to the botanists
by the author.

Species Descriptions
Five species were selected by botanists for modeling: common camas (Camassia
quamash), clustered lady’s-slipper (Cypripedium fasciculatum), western pearlflower
(Heterocodon rariflorum), Howell’s gumweed (Grindelia howellii), and crested shieldfern
(Dryopteris cristata; Table 1, Figure 2).

Camassia quamash (Frederick Traugott Pursh) Edward Lee Greene: Common camas
Common camas is a bulb perennial in the lily family. Growing up to 60 cm tall, it has
slender basal leaves and a thin leafless stalk that leads to a dark blue to purple inflorescence of
six tepaled (petals for monocots) flowers (Lesica et al. 2012, MTNHP 2017a). After flowering,
9

the capsule fruits mature to produce dozens of tiny black seeds. Common camas is found in
moist meadows from valley bottoms to subalpine areas below 3,300 m (USDA Plants Guide
2006). It prefers vernally moist soils that dry out later in the year. Cover is moderate to fairly
open, with little competition from shrubs or weeds (USDA Plants Guide 2006). Common camas
is found throughout western Montana and is not considered rare or threatened by state or federal
agencies. It is a sensitive species, however, because of its cultural significance to Native
American tribes in the area (Lackschewitz 1991).
Common camas is a perennial that reproduces via seed and bulbs (USDA 2006). Seeds
must be cold stratified to germinate but are not adapted for long distance dispersal (Emery 1988).
Their secondary reproductive mechanism, bulbs, also have a relatively low dispersal potential.
Literature suggests that they can be dispersed short distances by gophers (Watson 1988,
Beckwith 2004). Because there are two mechanisms for dispersal, this species has a higher
combined dispersal potential than from either single mechanism and was given a large dispersal
buffer of 2.5 miles outside the project area.

Cypripedium fasciculatum Albert Kellog ex Sereno Watson: Clustered lady’s-slipper
Clustered lady’s-slipper is a rhizomatous perennial in the orchid family. Growing up to
20 cm tall, it has a slender hairy stem with two oval opposite leaves (MTNHP 2017b). The
inflorescence contains 2 to 4 purple-brown flowers, each with a single sac. Each flower produces
a capsule with thousands of tiny seeds that are easily dispersed by the wind, and thus it has a
high dispersal potential. It was given a dispersal buffer of 2.5 miles outside the project area.
(Seevers and Lang 1998). Clustered lady’s-slipper is found in dry to moist shaded habitats with
a dense (60 – 100%) overstory consisting of Douglas-fir, grand fir, subalpine fir and shrubs
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(MTNHP 2017b). Temperature and precipitation are thought to be the most important
determinants affecting orchid distribution (Cornell 1978). This species is hypothesized to need a
mycorrhizae, or fungal symbiont, to derive nutrients from the soil and thus has a fragile root
system (Arditti 1967, Wells 1981, Doherty 1997, Seevers and Lang 1998). This species is ranked
as sensitive by the USFS Region 1 and is designated as a species of concern by the MTNHP.
Threats include timber harvest activities, but this species’ listing is due to its fragile relationship
with soil mycorrhizae (MTNHP 2017b).

Heterocodon rariflorum Thomas Nuttall: Western Pearl-flower
Western pearl-flower is an annual in the Campanula family. It is the only species found in
the Heterocodon genus. Growing up to 30 cm tall, it can have one to many thin stems with small,
serrated circular leaves along the stem. Single flowers are found in leaf axils and are cuplike with
blue to purple petals (Morin 2017). After flowering it produces a capsule filled with hundreds of
small seeds (MTNHP 2017c). The dispersal potential for this species is relatively low since these
seeds are gravity dispersed over a short distance (MTNHP 2017c). Because of its limited
dispersal potential, western pearlflower was given a dispersal buffer of 1.0 miles outside the
project area. It is typically found on wet soils, including ephemeral mossy seeps, rocks, and
swales from foothills to montane areas. It is ranked sensitive by USFS Region 1 and is ranked as
a species of concern by the MTNHP due to weed encroachment on populations (MTNHP
2017c).
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Grindelia howellii Steyermark: Howell’s Gumweed
Howell’s gumweed is a perennial in the Aster family. Growing up to 90 cm tall, Howell’s
gumweed has gland tipped hairs along its stem, which has a woody base (NatureServe 2015,
MTNHP 2017d). Its ray flowers are yellow, with hooked, sticky involucre bracts (NatureServe
2015). It produces several dozen seeds per flowering head; the sticky flowering head attaches
easily to things that brush against it. Thus, long distance dispersal for this species is possible; a
2.5 mile dispersal buffer was drawn around the project area for this species. This species is found
only in Idaho and Montana, where it is restricted to Missoula and Powell counties (NatureServe
2015). It is a ruderal species that prefers disturbance and is often found along roadsides. Habitat
includes the foothills, valleys, and grasslands at elevations lower than 1,700 meters (NatureServe
2015). Howell’s gumweed is ranked sensitive by USFS Region 1 and is categorized as a species
of concern by MTNHP due to weed encroachment on populations (MTNHP 2017d).

Dryopteris cristata (Linnaeus) Asa Gray: Crested shieldfern
Crested shieldfern is a spore-bearing perennial fern. Each frond grows up to 60 cm long
and is elliptical with pairs of staggered leaflets along the stem (eFloras 2008, MTNHP 2017e).
Fertile leaves with sori, or spore containing structures, die back in the fall leaving sterile fronds
that persist through winter. Sori are covered in a “u” shaped indusium, or sheath. It produces
thousands of spores that are dispersed by wind and gravity. Spores are specifically designed to
withstand harsh conditions and are known to disperse far distances (Peck et al. 1990). Thus, the
dispersal potential for this species is high; Table 1 shows it was given a dispersal buffer of 2.5
miles outside the project area. It is typically found in montane areas along the edges of swamps,
wetlands, and heavily moist soils. Crested shieldfern typically occurs with Alder (Alnus sp.) in
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shallow standing water. Preferred areas include bottomlands near meadows, rivers, inlet streams,
and wetlands. It is ranked as a sensitive species by USFS Region 1 and is considered a species
of concern by the MTNHP because of few known occurrences across the state (MTNHP 2017e).

Data Sources
Three data sources were utilized in the modeling effort: Natural Resource Manager
(NRM) TESP, Pacific Northwest Herbaria (PNWH), and MTNHP. The NRM TESP is a USFS
database of rare plants found on federal lands. It is a robust database that includes pertinent
species information such as canopy cover, associated species, and threats to the population.
PNWH is an online consortium of herbaria located across the Northwestern US. Herbarium data
can be a rich as they span a longer time period than federal databases. However, older records
typically have high locational uncertainty, or no geographic information whatsoever, making
them essentially unusable for modeling. Lastly, MTNHP maintains a statewide database of plant
occurrence data collected by various agencies. Their database is inclusive of most herbarium data
and includes occurrence data from the NRM database but will occasionally contain additional
records.
Species data were collected from all three sources as both point and polygon data.
Multipart polygon observations were broken into single polygons. Redundant observations were
removed using ArcMap 10.2.2 (ESRI 2013). When observation data for a single record spanned
multiple databases, care was taken to retain all information from each database. Herbarium
specimen data were used to improve the locational certainty of records when possible. The
locational uncertainty for each feature was assessed, and those observations with uncertainty
greater than 1,000 m were removed.
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Model Design
Dispersal Buffer
Plants differ from animals because they are sessile and cannot move across the landscape.
However, plants have evolved a variety of unique ways to disperse across their environment. For
example, some perennial plants have underground bulbs that split to produce offspring called
bulblets. Other plants produce winged seeds that permit them to disperse miles from their parent
plant. The five species included in this analysis have a broad spectrum of reproductive strategies
including seeds, bulbs, and spores.
Typically, SDMs fail to address dispersal in their conceptual design. To address dispersal
potential in this model, data on species dispersal mechanisms such as dispersal type and dispersal
method were gathered (Table 1). A qualitative assessment was made for each species based on
our understanding of its dispersal mechanisms.
Gravity dispersed species received the smaller value – the seed simply falls to the ground
instead of traveling away from the parent. For species with two dispersal mechanisms, the longer
distance was used, as these species had a greater potential to disperse farther from their parent.
Wind dispersed species had a higher potential to disperse much farther from their parent plant
than gravity-dispersed plants. Similarly, spores were given the longer dispersal qualitative value,
since they are known to travel far distances (Peck et al. 1990). The dispersal values of 1.0 and
2.5 miles outside of the project area we given based on the recommendation of project botanists.

Polygon-to-Points
MaxEnt requires occurrence data to be input as point locations. Because population size
and extent are used by resource managers in project analysis, rare-plant data are typically
collected as, and represented by, polygons when stored in databases. A single polygon can
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potentially encompass a range of environmental values that are suitable habitat for that species.
Condensing a population polygon into a single point is the most common practice when entering
polygon occurrence data into MaxEnt. However, this method of representing the data loses some
of the ecological information, since it usually attributes only a single set of environmental values
to that population. As seen in Figure 3, the actual population might be represented by a gradient
of environmental values, such as elevation. For example, a single plant population may span an
area that varies in elevation from 1,250 to 1,450 m. The centroid method would use one value,
but to address this, the point-to-polygon method proportionately assigns points to polygon areas.
This allows for a range of environmental values to be represented for each population in the
model, potentially producing a more accurate output.
Polygon population areas were calculated in ArcMap and binned into size classes based
on model resolution (30 m × 30 m). Populations were binned, by area, into one cell or less,
which represented a total area of 900 m2. The second bin contained populations with areas
between one and four pixels, or between 900 and 3,600 m2. The third bin contained all
populations with areas between four and nine pixels, or with areas between 3,600 and 8,100 m2.
Random points were then assigned to each size class by squaring the bin number. For the first
bin just one point was assigned, for the second bin four points were used, and for the third bin
nine points were randomly placed inside that population area. Table 2 displays the number of
random points created from each species’ samples using the polygon-to-point method. The
variation in the number of points for each species is due to differences in population areas.
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Environmental Variables
There is substantial literature on selecting environmental variables for use in plant
modeling exercises. Before selecting environmental variables, it is important to develop a
conceptual model for environmental variables affecting plant distribution (Franklin 2009). The
“primary environmental regime” framework states that plant distribution is controlled by light
energy, heat, water, and nutrients (Mackey 1993). Another framework suggests that distribution
is directed by plant response to water, light energy, nutrients, and the sum of heat energy (Guisan
and Zimmerman 2000). Franklin (1995) suggests that geology, climate, and topography are
commanding factors for the primary environmental regime, which in turn determines
distribution. Because plants are the primary producers in the food chain, Franklin (2009)
suggests constructing a generalized suite of environmental variables that can be used to explain
distribution.
The primary issue when selecting environmental variables for SDM modeling is the
availability and scale of data across the area of interest (Goodchild 1996). Interactions between
plants and their environment is exceedingly complex. Thus constructing a suite of relevant
environmental variables for modeling can be difficult. In addition, statistical principles suggest
that reducing model complexity by incorporating fewer environmental variables, especially when
faced with small sample sizes, generally produces better models (Gogol-Prokurat 2011, Warren
and Seifert 2011). Research suggests that because it is rare to have environmental data that
describes actual distribution, SDMs should use whatever appropriate data can be acquired, with
the knowledge that there will be some uncertainty introduced to the model (Barry and Elith
2006).
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MaxEnt is capable of ranking variables by statistical contribution to the overall model.
This feature can be used to test which variables are best suited for a model. This capability was
not fully employed in this analysis, but variable rankings were used to confirm ecological
relevance of each output. Correlation between environmental variables can result in erroneous
rankings of variables by importance in MaxEnt (Phillips et al. 2006), and uncorrelated variables
are preferable. For this study, a suite of ecologically relevant environmental variables were
selected and utilized for all models. This suite of variables was chosen based not only on their
ecological relevance but also on their availability and usage in similar modeling studies. Previous
rare-plant modeling by Nock (2008) and Burbach (2011) for the USFS in Region 1 presented a
generalized framework for environmental variable selection that was followed in this analysis.
Seven environmental variables were selected according to their biological and ecological
relevance for plants in the study area. Table 3 describes the seven variables utilized in this
analysis as well as the data resolution and source. These included climatic (PRISM precipitation;
PRISM 2015) and topographic (solar insolation, elevation, and topographic wetness index)
variables which are useful in plant SDM for areas with high topographic variation (Zimmerman
and Kienast 1999).
Elevation is a topographic variable commonly used in plant SDM studies because it
affects temperature and precipitation which relate to water and heat availability in the primary
environmental regime (Moore et al. 1991, Raven 2009), which then affects distribution. A 30 m
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was constructed by Chip Fisher the GIS specialist on BSLRP
from the 30 m National Elevation Dataset (NED) from 2005.
Vegetation, or land-cover classification, schemes are a description of the ecosystem as a
whole (Kochler 1973). They are used in plant SDMs to capture a species’ association with
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specific habitat types. Vegetation classifications are frequently used in SDMs because they are
widely available at a usable scale (Leyequien et al 2007). VMap is a raster vegetation
classification geospatial database developed by USFS Region 1 Geospatial Group (Barber et al.
2012). Its primary purpose is to provide information on current vegetation conditions for USFS
Region 1. Remotely sensed data were classified into vegetation units that describe lifeform, tree
dominance type, tree canopy cover class, and tree diameter for each Forest. The VMap product
utilized here describes a single vegetation species with greater than 60% cover within a stand.
VMap was resampled from 10 ×10 m resolution to 30 × 30 m resolution (Barber et al. 2012).
Solar insolation is the amount of solar energy hitting an area, which also affects the
amount of heat that area receives. The amount of incoming solar radiation is an important
determinant of plant community composition, density, and distribution (Satterlund and Means
1978). Accurate calculation of solar insolation is computationally involved, requiring knowledge
of cloud cover, latitude, and reflectivity for the area of interest on a specific date. For this
analysis, solar insolation was estimated in ArcMap using the Spatial Analyst extension. It was
used to calculate a raster layer to estimate the maximum amount of solar energy over a specified
period hitting the surface of each pixel in KWh/m2. This calculation, based solely upon geometry
derived from latitude and elevation, does not include meteorological or surficial observations
such as cloud or canopy cover.
Although climatic conditions influence species distribution at coarser scales, edaphic
variables, or those related to soil conditions, can influence distribution at fine scales (Zhang
2013). Soils contain moisture and nutrients necessary for plant growth and thus are an important
consideration in modeling. In the primary environmental regime, nutrients are a key factor
determining distribution (Mackey 1993). Soil and related geology affect the accessibility of both
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nutrients and water (Franklin 2009). For example, many rare species are restricted to
microhabitats that contain a certain soil type. Soil is composed of both organic and non-organic
substances derived from parent material. Breakdown of parent material such as weathering of
rocks, provides minerals and structure for soil (Jenny 1941). Thus, geology is an important
determinant of soil type and is used frequently in plant SDM studies (Beauregard and de Blois
2014). The Northern Rockies geology layer is managed by the USGS and USFS and is used for
project analysis and research dealing with geologic resources (Zientek et al. 2005). This database
was constructed from 1:100,000 to 1:250,000 scale maps across Montana, Idaho, and
Washington. It is symbolized according to the map unit, which contains a single type of rock of
the same age.
Topography is an important determinant of surface hydrology. These hydrological
conditions in turn, influence soil characteristics including moisture and pH (Sorensen 2006). Soil
moisture is frequently cited as an important determinant of plant distribution (Giesler et al.
1998). The Topographic Wetness Index (TWI) was created as a proxy for measuring soil
moisture conditions (Sorensen 2006). It is calculated using flow accumulation and slope
upstream derived from a DEM. The calculation for TWI is:

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = ln

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ∗ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∗ 𝜋𝜋
tan
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(Beven and Kirkby 1979, Vendrusculo and Kaleita 2013).

Nearly every SDM at the regional scale utilizes some form of climate data, such as mean
annual precipitation, for predicting habitat (Franklin 2009). Precipitation was the only climatic
data used in the analysis. Thirty-year (1971 – 2000) mean annual precipitation data were
downloaded from the PRISM climate group at 800 × 800 m resolution (PRISM 2016). The 30-yr
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average climate normal dataset is the most commonly used and peer-reviewed of all PRISM data
(PRISM 2016). This layer was resampled using bilinear interpolation to a 30 × 30 m raster.

LiDAR
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a highly accurate remote-sensing technique that
uses an active sensor to construct a 3 dimensional (x, y, z) point cloud of the area of interest
(Collis 1966). Laser pulses emitted from the sensor is reflected off forest canopy objects and
returned to the sensor. The time delay is used to calculate the heights of various feature on the
landscape (Collis 1966, Gatziolis and Andersen 2008). A single LiDAR pulse can potentially
have up to five returns, each representing a different height object on the landscape. For instance
in a heavily forested area, the first return could represent tree tops, second return understory
trees, third return shrubs, and the last return might have reached the ground surface. LiDAR data
is utilized for highly accurate topographic mapping operations, investigating vegetation structure,
and constructing other forest derivatives (Lefsky et al. 2002).
LiDAR-derived canopy metrics are used to improve fuel models, provide information on
vegetation structure for wildlife management, and create highly accurate elevation models,
among others (Lefsky et al. 2002, Andersen et al. 2005). Forest canopy affects the availability of
light and water for the understory and is therefore highly influential on understory community
composition (Jennings et al. 1999). Forest canopy is typically calculated using canopy cover,
which is the percentage of the ground obscured by leaves and limbs (Jennings et al. 1999).
Canopy-cover raster layers were derived from LiDAR data collected between 2013 and 2015 for
28% of the project area at a resolution of 8 points/m2. The raw LiDAR data were processed by
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USFS contractor Red Castle Resources in Salt Lake City, Utah to produce canopy cover using
FUSION software.

Variable Correlations
The principle of parsimony states that an observed event is best explained by the simplest
terms (Epstein 1984, Vandekerckhove et al. 2014). In modeling, we try to achieve the most
parsimonious model by balancing the tradeoff between model complexity and accuracy.
Exceedingly complex models may have many potentially correlated variable terms and thus
provide little information to enhance the model, while greatly enhancing the potential error that
is often multiplicative (Vandekerckhove et al. 2014). Thus, variable correlations were calculated
using Microsoft Excel for the first five models using the first six variables (elevation, solar
insolation, precipitation, geology, land cover, and TWI). No correlations were found between
them (Table 4). Separate variable correlations were also calculated for the seven variables used
in the crested shieldfern model, which included LiDAR-derived canopy cover. No variable
correlations were found in this model as seen in Table 5. Note that the correlation values
between similar variables vary between these models due to the different extent of the crested
shieldfern model with LiDAR-derived canopy cover.

MaxEnt
MaxEnt was run as a standalone Graphical User Interface (GUI) accepting occurrence
and environmental data to produce a distribution prediction. As mentioned before, all
environmental data must use the same projection, cell size, and extent. All environmental
variable data were resampled to 30 × 30 m resolution in ArcMap with a projection of NAD83
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UTM 12 N in ASC format. Occurrence data were entered as a single CSV file of latitude and
longitude points. The following settings were utilized for runs based on literature review of
similar studies: 25 random test percentage (25% of the presence data was withheld as test data to
evaluate model performance), 10,000 maximum points (number of points selected as background
data), 15 replicates (number of times the model is run; these are averaged to produce the final
output), subsample (how test data is withheld; 75% of the data is used to train the model, 25% is
used to test the model), and 5,000 max iterations (number of times the model is allowed to iterate
before converging). Output maps were classified into moderate and high probability habitat
using Jenks natural breaks (Table 6).

Regularization Parameter
The primary objective of modeling is to mathematically determine the relationship
between sample (observation) data and variables of interest so greater conclusions can be made
at the population level. Overfitting occurs when a model is fit too closely to the sample data by
using too many variables. Instead of describing a population-level relationship, it also includes
the relationship between noise in the sample data and model variables (Babyak 2004). While
overfitting was not specifically evaluated in this analysis, it was addressed in model design using
the regularization parameter in MaxEnt.
There are several parameters available to customize the output of a model run for an
individual species. The regularization parameter allows the user to change how the output’s
distribution is fit to the observation data (Phillips 2005). The default regularization parameter is
1.0, and can be scaled to give a result that includes more area (it is less tuned to the observation
data) or to give an output that is more closely attuned to the observation data. Values smaller
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than 1.0 mean the output distribution is fit more closely to the observation data; thus a smaller
area will be defined as suitable. Decreasing the regularization parameter may result in overfitting
(Phillips 2005).
Initial runs of MaxEnt with the regularization parameter set at 1.0 predicted large swaths
of habitat across the landscape and appeared to over-predict habitat. For this analysis, maps
displaying smaller amounts of high probability habitat were more highly ranked by the author
because most rare species have a small probability of occurring across the landscape (Franklin
2009). Each species model was run with regularization parameters of both 1.0 or 0.01 and the
outputs from both runs were compared.
Initial and final model results were assessed using the Area Under the Curve (AUC)
provided as part of MaxEnt’s statistical output. AUC is derived from the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC). The ROC is a threshold-independent measure of model performance
where the proportion of true positives is plotted against the proportion of false positives (Fielding
and Bell 1997). The AUC is the area found under this curve and is used to rate the performance
of MaxEnt runs. AUC ranges from 0 to 1.0, with 0.5 representing random performance and
values above 0.7 distinguishing well performing models (Hanley and McNeil 1982, Bradley
1997). Models whose output agreed more closely with the observation data, had higher AUC
values, and whose omission rates were closer to the predicted omission rate were selected. The
accuracy of a model was assessed by comparing field collected data with model results. These
results were then summarized as likely habitat and overall accuracy.
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Accuracy Assessment
All models were assessed for accuracy in the field using transects located across the
project area. Ten transects were selected for each model, for a total of sixty transects. Each one
was 210 meters from a random point placed in a cell found at least 60 m from a road to reduce
disturbance effects. Additionally, transects were only placed in moderate and high probability
habitat to maximize probability of finding new populations.
Transects were constructed in ArcMap using knowledge of species site requirements and
2015 National Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery. A series of steps was created for
selecting transect locations for each species. First, species descriptions were reviewed and
notable land features associated with each species were documented. Next, NAIP imagery for
known locations was reviewed to gain an image of potential habitat and habitat description lists
were adjusted accordingly. Transects had to also be relatively easy to access by motor vehicle,
bicycle, or on foot. Therefore, transects were preferentially placed in areas that were close to
roads or trails. Additionally, previously treated areas such as those with obvious signs of timber
harvest or fire were avoided. After transects were chosen, maps were sent out to project
botanists, and feedback was used to modify transect locations.
Heidi Fleury was hired as a field technician to assist in surveying field transects. The
field technician was trained in data collection protocols as well as vegetation sampling for the
project. Trimble GPS units were utilized to perform field samples and collect data. Transects
were systematically walked and intensely visually surveyed by both Ms. Fleury and the author.
Data on habitat, associated species, overstory, invasive species, disturbance, as well as photos
were recorded for each transect (data collection form is shown in Appendix 1). Transects were
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visually determined to be likely habitat or not in the field based on previous visitation of known
occurrence sites and species descriptions.

Species Overlay Map
The predicted habitats for all species were overlaid to show areas of congruence between
species. The predicted habitat maps for each species were first reclassified, with moderate and
high probability habitat represented as 1. The sum of all rasters was computed to show areas of
congruence for one, two, three, and four species (Figure 11).
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results will be presented for the main models first and then the adjustments. Overall,
thirteen previously unknown populations of rare plants were found in the project area during the
field validation. Table 7 summarizes the results from the predictive model as well as those from
the field accuracy assessment for the five main species models and LiDAR comparison.

Dispersal Buffers
The dispersal buffer for each species was either 1.0 or 2.5 miles (Table 1) based on their
dispersal potential. Incorporating dispersal buffers resulted in output maps with predicted habitat
outside the proposed BSLRP project area. These maps proved advantageous as there was high
probability habitat for crested shieldfern located close to the northern boundary of the project.
Transects placed in habitat located outside the project boundary did not uncover additional
populations. Resulting output maps were not clipped to the final project area and can be seen in
Figures 5 – 10. Each species’ results will be discussed separately below.

Species Results
Camassia quamash (Frederick Traugott Pursh) Edward Lee Greene: Common camas
Surveys for common camas were performed on June 8 – 11 and June 15, 2016 (Table 2).
For common camas 22,169 acres (8,972 hectares) was classified as moderate or high probability
habitat. A total of eleven new populations, 6 acres (2 hectares), of new common camas
populations were found. Of these new populations, 2 acres (0.8 hectares) were located in areas
predicted as moderate or high probability habitat by MaxEnt (Figure 18).
The mean AUC for common camas was 0.968 (± 0.007; Table 7). This model, like all
others in this analysis, had an AUC value above 0.7 and therefore was considered ‘high
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performing.’ To be comparable, models must have the same extent (Phillips et al. 2006). Due to
differences in dispersal buffer size and project area, this model is only directly comparable to the
clustered lady’s-slipper, Howell’s gumweed, and crested shieldfern models. Differences between
AUC and standard deviation values between these four models are presented in Table 7. Out of
these four models, the common camas model performed the best; it had both a high AUC value
and a low standard deviation. Although the crested shieldfern model had a higher AUC value, it
had a much larger standard deviation value.
Figure 5 is a map of high and moderate probability habitat for common camas. Elevation
had the largest effect on predicted habitat, explaining 52% of the variability. In the modeled area,
the probability of presence for this species was highest between 1,000 – 1,500 m, and presence
dropped sharply above 1,500 m. According to the USDA Plants Guide (2006), this species is
typically found at elevations below 3,300 m. As seen in the predicted habitat map for common
camas, much of the predicted habitat is in and around the lower elevation valley bottoms where
there are many moist meadows. This provides further support to the accuracy and ecological
relevance of this model. In addition, much of the common camas habitat predicted by the model
is in the Seeley Lake Ranger District (RD). Very little habitat for this species was predicted in
the Lincoln RD but it is unclear why the model did not predict habitat in that area.

Cypripedium fasciculatum Albert Kellog ex Sereno Watson: Clustered lady’s-slipper
Surveys for clustered lady’s-slipper took place on June 13 and June 15 – 17, 2016 (Table
2). For clustered lady’s-slipper 12,452 acres (5,039 hectares) was classified as moderate or high
probability habitat. Within transects, 53% of the habitat was classified as likely by field accuracy
assessment. No new populations of this species were found during field surveys.
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The mean AUC for this model (Table 7) was 0.928 (± 0.068). This model, like all others
in the analysis, had an AUC above 0.7 is classified as ‘high performing.’ Due to differences in
dispersal buffer size and project area, this model is only directly comparable to the common
camas, Howell’s gumweed, and crested shieldfern models. Of these four models, this model had
the lowest AUC value and the highest standard deviation. This is likely a result of the small
sample size (4) and small number of random points (18) constructed during the polygon-topoints process. Although MaxEnt has been shown to perform well with small sample sizes (< 20)
(Phillips et al. 2006, Wisz et al. 2008) the extremely small sample size used in this model can
produce questionable results. In addition, the regularization parameter utilized in this model was
0.01, meaning it was may have been over-fit to the data, though it is almost unavoidable with a
sample size this small..
Geology was ranked as having the highest percent contribution to the overall model. As
seen in Figure 6, predicted habitat for clustered lady’s-slipper was centered around valley
bottoms primarily in the Swan Lake RD and Seeley Lake RD in the project area. Once again, it is
unclear why so little habitat was predicted in the Lincoln RD.
Cold weather likely contributed to later flowering times because orchids are highly
sensitive to temperature and thus this species might not have been in flower when surveyed. The
model predicted habitat in several steep and thickly vegetated locations for this species. Thus,
transects were difficult and sometimes dangerous to access. In addition, other orchids, including
mountain lady’s-slipper (Cypripedium montanum), were found in transects when surveying for
this species.
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Heterocodon rariflorum Thomas Nuttall: Western Pearlflower
As seen in Table 2, surveys for western pearlflower were performed from June 23 – 25,
2016. For western pearlflower, 3,517 acres (1,423 hectares) was classified as moderate or high
probability habitat. Within transects, 34% of the habitat was classified as likely by the field
technician. No new populations of this species were located during field surveys. Western
pearlflower is a small herbaceous plant with a thin stem and few small-cupped flowers that
grows in wet soils with thick overstory and can be very difficult to identify, even with intensive
survey techniques. In fact, known populations of western pearlflower were unable to be located.
This might have been due to it flowering before or after surveys had taken place.
This model had an AUC of 0.978 (± 0.002; Table 7). This model, like all others in the
analysis, had an AUC above 0.7 and is classified as ‘high performing.’ Due to differences in
dispersal buffer size, this model is not directly comparable to any other model. As seen in Figure
11, very little habitat was predicted for this species across the project area. However, unlike the
common camas and clustered lady’s-slipper, this model predicted the most habitat in the Lincoln
RD. Predicted habitat for this species seemed to be clustered around lower elevation valley
bottoms near streams. Because it contributed 50% to the model, elevation had the largest effect
on predicted habitat. Probability of presence for this species was highest from 750 – 1,000 m,
becoming negligible at higher elevations. It is typically found from the foothills to montane area.
The western pearlflower model had the lowest overall accuracy (26%) of all models.
Within the modeled area, western pearlflower occurs in large patches that may only have a few
individuals (MTNHP 2017c). The polygon-to-point method might result in more points being
placed in a polygon than individuals that exist in that population, potentially training the model
on inaccurate data. Additionally, it was difficult to determine suitable habitat from the aerial
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imagery when placing transects for this species. Transects were preferentially placed in what
appeared to be areas around streams and vernally moist areas in the aerial imagery, but when
surveyed these sites were much drier than expected.

Grindelia howellii Steyermark: Howell’s Gumweed
Field surveys for Howell’s gumweed took place from July 19 – 22, 2016 (Table 2). For
Howell’s gumweed 16,344 acres (6,614 hectares) was classified as moderate or high probability
habitat in the modeled area. Within transects, 31% of habitat was classified as likely by the field
technician. No new populations of this species were observed during field surveys. Known
populations of this species were in flower during surveys. The mean AUC for this model was
0.931 (± 0.005; Table 7). Due to differences in dispersal buffer size and project area, this model
is only directly comparable to the common camas, clustered lady’s-slipper, and crested
shieldfern models. Of these four models, this model had the lowest standard deviation value.
Figure 8 is a map of high and moderate probability habitat for Howell’s gumweed, and
shows that this model predicted the most habitat in the Seeley Lake RD. Habitat was centered
around lower elevations, and elevation had the highest (43%) contribution to the overall model.
The highest probability of occurrence for this species was between 1,200 – 2,000 m and dropped
off sharply at higher elevations. This outcome is supported by the literature; this species is
typically found at elevations lower than 1,700 meters (NatureServe 2015).

Dryopteris cristata (Linnaeus) Asa Gray: Crested shieldfern without LiDAR
Field surveys for crested shieldfern without LiDAR took place on August 16 – 19, 2016
(Table 2). For crested shieldfern, two types of models were field sampled: one including LiDAR-
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derived canopy cover variables and one without. For the model without LiDAR 7,340 acres
(2,970 hectares) were classified as moderate or high probability habitat in the modeled area.
Within transects, 68% of habitat was classified as likely by the field technician. No new
populations of this species were found when surveying for this species.
As seen in Table 7, the mean AUC for this model was 0.977 (± 0.021). Due to differences
in dispersal buffer size and project area, this model is only directly comparable to the clustered
lady’s slipper, Howell’s gumweed, and common camas models. Differences between AUC and
standard deviation values between these four models can be seen in Table 7. Of these four
models, the crested shieldfern model without LiDAR had the highest AUC value and second
highest standard deviation value.
Figure 9 is a map of high and moderate probability habitat for crested shieldfern. Because
it was ranked as contributing 57% to the overall model, elevation had the largest effect on
predicted habitat. The highest probability of presence occurred between 900 – 1,300 m, any
higher and presence dropped sharply. Habitat for this species was scattered throughout the
modeled area with patches in all ranger districts.

Dryopteris cristata (Linnaeus) Asa Gray: Crested shieldfern with LiDAR
The field survey for this species was used to evaluate both the model with and without
the LiDAR layer. For the crested shieldfern model with LiDAR-derived canopy cover 2,756
acres (1,115 hectares) were classified as moderate or high probability habitat. Within transects,
61% of habitat was classified as likely by the field technician. Two new populations of crested
shieldfern were found when surveying transects for this model, which were in areas which were
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predicted to be high probability by the model using canopy cover, but were low probability in the
model without LiDAR data.
For this model, the mean AUC was 0.990 (± 0.005; Table 7). LiDAR data were only
available for 28% of the project area, thus the AUC values for the crested shieldfern cannot be
compared against each other (Fielding and Bell 1997; Phillips et al. 2006). The AUC value for
the crested shieldfern model without LiDAR was 0.977, while the model with LiDAR and a
smaller extent had an AUC value of 0.990. This was unexpected and contradictory to Burbach’s
(2011) finding that larger extent models have higher AUC values.
Figure 10 is a map of high and moderate probability habitat for crested shieldfern.
Elevation had the largest effect on predicted habitat because it was ranked as contributing 51% to
the overall model. The highest probability of presence occurred between 900 – 1,500 m and
dropped off sharply at higher elevations. This finding is similar to the crested shieldfern model
without LiDAR. For both crested shieldfern models, elevation was ranked as having the highest
contribution to the model. This too is contradictory to Burbach’s (2011) finding of variable
rankings at different extents. Burbach (2011) found that variable contributions varied between
model extents, but this supports elevation as being key for this species in this area.
Surveys for this species were centered around lower elevation ephemeral wetlands.
However, many of the sites surveyed were either too dry or infested with the invasive canary
reedgrass (Phalaris arundinacea). New populations for this species were found primarily on
raised alder tussocks in standing water.
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Comparison of Polygon-to-Points and Centroid Models
The performance of point-to-polygon and centroid datasets for common camas was
compared in MaxEnt. The point-to-polygon dataset contained 314 points, while the centroid
dataset contained 103 points constructed using the centroid of each polygon. MaxEnt settings
included a regularization parameter of 1.0.
Output statistics and predicted area for the centroid dataset can be seen in Figure 12. The
centroid dataset (103) had an AUC of 0.959 (± 0.010). Output statistics and predicted area for the
polygon-to-points dataset can be seen in Figure 12. The polygon-to-points dataset (314) had an
AUC of 0.966 (± 0.006). The polygon-to-points dataset had a higher AUC and lower standard
deviation values than the centroid dataset and was selected for modeling efforts.
As seen in Figures 12 and 13, predicted habitat varied for these species as well; the
centroid dataset predicted more habitat than the polygon-to-point dataset. In addition, the
variables contributing the most to the overall models varied between datasets. Elevation had the
highest percent contribution to the polygon-to-points version, where geology had the highest
contribution to the centroid approach.

LiDAR
This analysis aimed to investigate whether the addition of LiDAR-derived covariates can
improve model accuracy. One species (crested shieldfern) was tested to determine the efficacy of
LiDAR in improving model performance. Crested shieldfern was selected because it occurs in
ephemeral wetlands usually surrounded by densely forested areas, and canopy cover was
hypothesized to improve delineation of these areas. Two models were run on the abridged
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LiDAR project area (28% of total project area): one without the LiDAR-derived covariate and
one with the LiDAR-derived canopy cover variable.
The model without LiDAR had an AUC of 0.991 (±0.004) and the model with LiDAR
had an AUC of 0.990 (±0.005) (Table 7). Both models had AUC values above 0.9, meaning they
performed well, and both models had similarly low standard deviation values (Figures 16 and
17). Elevation contributed about 50% to the both models. While both models performed
similarly statistically, two new population of crested shieldfern were found when field assessing
the model that utilized LiDAR-derived canopy cover as an additional variable. This suggests that
the LiDAR data is useful for improving the predictive power of such models.
Due to the results of this analysis, LiDAR would likely be helpful in improving model
performance for other species listed in this analysis. Common camas also occurs in similar
habitats; LiDAR-derived canopy cover might improve delineation of habitat for this species as
well. Several other LiDAR derivatives are available or can be constructed from LiDAR data.
Future analyses should test the performance of other LiDAR-derived variables in SDM modeling
efforts.

Regularization Parameter
All models were run with regularization coefficients of 1.0 and 0.01, and model outputs
were compared. Omission and commission errors as well as AUC were compared for each
prediction and the superior model was selected as the final output (Table 7).
Figure 14 shows predicted habitat for the polygon-to-points data set for common camas
run with a regularization parameter of 0.01. Figure 15 shows predicted habitat for the polygonto-points dataset for common camas run with a regularization parameter of 1.0. The AUC value
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for the model with a regularization parameter of 1.0 was 0.966 (± 0.006). The AUC value for the
model with a regularization parameter of 0.01 was 0.964 (± 0.070). For the model with a
regularization parameter of 1.0, the omission rate was closer to the predicted omission which is
desirable (Philips 2006).
Differences in the regularization parameter did not seem to affect overall accuracy but
dramatically affected the amount of potential habitat (Figures 12, 13, 14, 15). The clustered
lady’s-slipper, western pearlflower, Howell’s gumweed, and crested shieldfern without LiDAR
models utilized a regularization parameter of 0.01. Common camas and crested shieldfern with
LiDAR models had regularization parameters of 1.0. There were no noticeable trends between
overall accuracy of the models with a regularization parameter of 0.01 versus models with a
regularization parameter of 1.0. Despite its small regularization parameter, the clustered lady’sslipper model had an overall accuracy of over 60%. Yet, the western pearlflower model had an
overall accuracy of only 26%. The model predicted almost double the amount of potential habitat
for clustered lady’s-slipper than western pearlflower (Table 7).

Overall Accuracy
The created shieldfern model without LiDAR had the highest overall accuracy and the
second lowest percentage of total project area predicted as habitat (Table 7). The second best
model was the crested shieldfern model with LiDAR, which had an overall accuracy of 66% and
the field survey identified two new populations of crested shieldfern. The major difference
between these two models was the regularization parameter and the extent; the crested shieldfern
model with LiDAR used a regularization parameter of 1.0, while the one without LiDAR used a
regularization parameter of 0.01 (Table 7). The poorest performing model was the western
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pearlflower model, which had an overall accuracy of only 26%. The Howell’s gumweed model
predicted the largest percentage of potential habitat across the project area.
Five of the six models ranked elevation as having the highest contribution to the model.
Elevation is cited as directly affecting temperature, however it can also influence precipitation
(Moore et al. 1991). The clustered lady’s-slipper model ranked geology as having the most
importance to the model.

Species Overlay Map
Figure 11 is shows areas of congruence for one, two, three, and four species. Single
species had moderate or high probability habitat over 52,682 acres (21,320 hectares) across the
project area including a 2.5 mile buffer. The two species had moderate or high probability habitat
over 6,375 acres (2,580 hectares) in the project area including the 2.5 mile dispersal buffer.
Three species had moderate or high probability habitat over 94 acres (38 hectares) of the project
area including the 2.5 mile dispersal buffer. Four species had moderate or high probability
habitat over 1 acre (0.4 hectares) of the project area including the 2.5 mile dispersal buffer. There
are no areas where all six models had high probability habitat. The least amount of habitat was
predicted in the Lincoln RD.

Sample Size
A variety of studies have shown that MaxEnt outperforms other models when using small
sample sizes, which is one of the reasons it is so widely used. Wisz et al. (2008) found that
MaxEnt had the highest AUC and intermediate variance with sample size of 10, when compared
to 11 other species distribution modeling algorithms. However, no model is reliable with
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extremely small sample sizes (Wisz et al. 2008, Franklin 2009). For clustered lady’s-slipper, the
sample size was less than five (Table 7). This was an unanticipated result of data cleaning
techniques. When species occurrence data were initially acquired from herbarium, federal, and
state databases the sample sizes for each species appeared to be much larger (15 + occurrences).
When redundancies were removed between databases, this number decreased significantly. In
addition, several observations were discarded because the location accuracy was deemed too
imprecise (page 13). This occurred in the case of historic specimens whose locational
information included an insufficient description of where they were found. Best efforts were
made to specify a location for these collections, but in most cases it was not possible. This is one
significant drawback of using historic herbarium data in such studies.

Transect Selection
Suitable habitat was determined based on species data collected from expert sources such
as dichotomous keys, previous transects, and known occurrence sites. Using each species’
suitable habitat description, transects were then selected in a GIS using associated aerial imagery
characteristics. However, this was a difficult process given constraining specifications (such as
distance from road) and in some cases severely limited placement of transects. Transects were
only placed in high and moderate potential habitat. The field technician and the author collected
data while traveling to and from transect locations. Therefore, some data were collected in no
probability habitat, but not as intentionally as would have been ideal.
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Weather & Timing
Overall accuracy of each model was dependent upon determination by the author and the
field technician as to whether the surveyed area was suitable habitat. Attempts were made to visit
known populations of each species, but this was not possible for clustered lady’s-slipper and
western pearlflower. These species were not in bloom when the known locations were checked,
therefore, surveyors had no fresh field-based impressions of these species and their associated
habitat (Table 2). Ten transects were surveyed for each species and because of phenology, there
was a short window for viewing each species in flower. These circumstances may have also led
to low observed accuracies for western pearlflower and clustered lady’s-slipper.
Optimal windows for performing surveys for each species was decided using collected
data from expert sources as well as averaging herbarium dates for those specimens in flower.
Weather affects the phenology of plant species, especially in cooler mountainous environments.
During the survey season in June 2016, unusually cold weather likely retarded flowering of all
species, making detection difficult.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
This study successfully implemented SDMs for rare plants at the landscape scale across
the 1.2-million acre (4,856,228 hectares) BSLRP study area as using the MaxEnt algorithm, and
investigated several less common and unique techniques for improving SDMs in general. It also
demonstrated that this methodology was effective way to assess rare plant habitat for a project
within a single season.
This analysis presented a novel approach for incorporating dispersal mechanisms into
SDMs by assigning an estimated dispersal distances based on species information. The project
area was buffered accordingly by this distance for each species. Additionally, this study
presented a method for incorporating polygon data into SDM modeling while preserving
environmental data for that population. Comparisons between the centroid and polygon-to-point
datasets (Table 7) showed that the predicted habitats from the later approach had higher AUC
values and lower standard deviations.
A suite of non-correlated available environmental variables were selected for this
analysis. These seven environmental variables included elevation, geology, precipitation, solar
insolation, topographic wetness index, land cover, and LiDAR-derived canopy cover (Table 3).
Six of these variables were utilized in the five main species models (Table 3). This analysis also
hoped to look at how efficacious LiDAR is at improving model accuracy. The crested shieldfern
model with LiDAR utilized the LiDAR-derived canopy-cover layer in addition to the six other
environmental variables. LiDAR-derived canopy-cover layer was shown to improve predictive
power of the model. Two new populations of crested shieldfern were found using the LiDARderived canopy-cover layer in the model.
This analysis also hoped to address methods for refining the amount of area predicted as
suitable habitat for rare plants. Models for each species were run using regularization parameters
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of 0.01 and 1.0; outputs produced by each run were compared and the highest performing model
was selected. Reducing the regularization parameter to 0.01 potentially resulted in overfitting for
the clustered lady’s-slipper, western pearlflower, Howell’s gumweed, and the crested shieldfern
without LiDAR models. However, these models were still able to successfully predict likely
habitat as determined by field accuracy assessment (Table 6). Field assessments were performed
for each model. Likely habitat, as ranked by surveyors, varied from 29 to 68%. Overall accuracy
varied from 26 to 69% (Table 7). Potential species distribution maps were overlaid to display
areas of congruence. These maps can be used by resource managers to identify areas for
surveying prioritization (Figure 11).

Recommendations
Challenges encountered during this analysis provided insight into recommendations for
improving upon SDMs for future analyses.

Environmental Variables
The low (< 50%) overall accuracies for common camas, western pearlflower, and
Howell’s gumweed suggest that the environmental variables used in these models were not able
to fully explain their distribution. The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) produces
soils maps for much of the US. The SSURGO soil survey database houses data on soils surveys
for the US but does not have data on soils in wilderness areas. Because BSLRP contains
wilderness areas, this layer could not be utilized in analysis of the full study area. Future analyses
should attempt to include soils layers.
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Data Quality
Data quality was the greatest limiting factor is this study as is common in SDMs. Future
SDM studies should focus on selecting species with ten or more observations in order to improve
model accuracy. Extreme care should be taken when cleaning observation data to ensure all
records meet specified accuracy and taxonomy standards. Modelers need to ensure that they fully
clean the data to determine sampling size before offering species to resource managers as
potential species for modeling. A minimum of at least ten, if not more, observations should be
used when modeling (Wisz et al. 2008).

Transects
Transects were used to accuracy assess model outputs in this analysis. This method posed
difficulties during implementation. Selecting appropriate transect locations that were located in
potential habitat for these species was difficult using aerial imagery. It was hard to determine if
habitat was appropriate because the imagery was taken either too early (while there was still
some snow) or too late (when ephemeral wetlands had dried out). Additionally, this method of
accuracy assessment proved time consuming due to transects being located in difficult to reach
areas. Lastly, this method of accuracy assessment preferentially sampled more high probability
habitat, limiting sampling in lower probability areas.
A more appropriate sampling scheme would sample more evenly high and moderate
probability habitat, as well as areas not predicted as habitat by the model. For example, sampling
random plots placed across the landscape and quickly determining whether they are habitat or
not might provide more data on locations not predicted as habitat by the model.
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Planning Applications
Models do not represent reality, they are a mere reflection of it. The predictions created
as a result of this effort do not represent the actual spatial distribution of the species of interest.
Rather they are an estimate of where that species might occur based on selected environmental
variables, input parameters, and random chance. As proven in this analysis, the distribution and
extent of predicted habitat can vary significantly based solely on a single input parameter. Thus,
all predictions should be utilized in combination with expert knowledge of species ecology and
occurrence across the landscape. They should not be used as a replacement for expert
knowledge, but instead as a decision-making aid for experts that makes it easier to come to
informed conclusions, especially in the face of time and budgetary constraints. Concomitantly,
they should not be used as a replacement for field surveys. These models should be used by
resource managers to identify areas of high potential presence of rare plants, such as here where
they were used to prioritize field work for the rare plant program in the BSLRP project.

Future Research
Future research should focus on improving the quality of observational and
environmental data. For species with few known occurrences and high locational uncertainty,
technicians should assess the accuracy of known observations in the field before committing to
modeling it. In addition, botanists should utilize data collection devices capable of gathering
precise coordinates on species occurrence. This data should be checked for accuracy and entered
into relevant state and federal databases. Data quality should be of primary importance to any
program manager who is responsible for acting as data steward for their respective program.
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Program managers should ensure that data is being collected according to a standardized
framework.
Future research may expand these modeling efforts to other species within this project
area that were not chosen by the botanists as species of interest, but nonetheless may prove
important for NEPA analyses. These species include English sundew (Drosera anglica),
Rannoch-rush (Scheuchzeria palustris), and northern adderstongue (Ophioglossum pusillum). In
addition, members of the Botrychium genus are typically underrepresented in field surveys and
might benefit from modeling exercises to improve detection. Future research should also
continue to test different polygon-to-point techniques and for additional species.
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FIGURE 1. Map of Blackfoot Swan Landscape Restoration Project (BSLRP) study area.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Picture of common camas (Camassia quamash) in flower; photo by Drake
Barton, Montana Natural Heritage Program, (b) picture of clustered lady’s-slipper (Cypripedium
fasciculatum) in flower; photo by James Riser, Montana Natural Heritage Program, (c) picture of
western pearlflower (Heterocodon rariflorum) in flower; photo by John Reny, US Forest
Service, (d) picture of Howell’s gumweed (Grindelia howellii) in flower; photo by Maria
Mantas, US Forest Service, (e) picture of crested shieldfern (Dryopteris cristata) in flower;
photo by Peter Lesica, The Nature Conservancy.
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FIGURE 3. Diagram comparing the point-to-polygon and centroid methods in the field and on
the computer. (a) A polygon is drawn around a plant population containing multiple individuals.
This population potentially spans a gradient of changing environmental conditions. (b) Using the
centroid method on a polygon population feature produces a single point at the center of that
polygon. The population is now represented by a single set of environmental variables. (c) Using
the polygon to point method, points are randomly assigned inside of the polygon area, with each
point assigned the values of the environmental variables found at that location. The population is
now represented by a range of values for each environmental variable.
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FIGURE 4. Map of LiDAR project area, which is 28% of the total BSLRP study area.
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FIGURE 5. Map of predicted moderate and high probability habitat, graph of average sensitivity
versus (1 – specificity), and graph of average omission for common camas.
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FIGURE 6. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity versus 1 – specificity graph, and
average omission graph for clustered lady’s-slipper.
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FIGURE 7. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity versus 1 – specificity graph, and
average omission graph for western pearlflower.
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FIGURE 8. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity versus 1 – specificity graph, and
average omission graph for Howell’s gumweed.
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FIGURE 9. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity versus 1 – specificity graph, and
average omission graph for crested shieldfern.
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FIGURE 10. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity versus 1 – specificity graph, and
average omission graph for crested shieldfern with LiDAR-derived canopy cover.
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FIGURE 11. Map of predicted moderate and high probability habitat for all models overlaid to
show areas of congruence for one, two, three, and four species.
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FIGURE 12. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity vs. specificity – 1 graph, and average
omission graph for centroid dataset for common camas.
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FIGURE 13. Map of predicted habitat, average sensitivity vs. specificity – 1 graph, and average
omission graph polygon-to-points dataset for common camas.
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FIGURE 14. Average omission and predicted area, average sensitivity vs. specificity – 1, and
output predicted distribution for common camas with a regularization parameter of 0.01.
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FIGURE 15. Average omission and predicted area, average sensitivity vs. specificity – 1, and
output predicted distribution for common camas with a regularization parameter of 1.0.
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FIGURE 16. Average omission and predicted area, average sensitivity vs. specificity – 1, and
output predicted distribution for crested shieldfern without LiDAR-derived canopy cover.
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FIGURE 17. Average omission and predicted area, average sensitivity vs. specificity – 1, and
output predicted distribution for crested shieldfern with LiDAR-derived canopy cover.
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FIGURE 18. Map of a transect for common camas demonstrating how new populations were
found outside of the transect.
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TABLE 1. Dispersal mechanism, reasoning for assigning dispersal buffer, and dispersal buffer
distance for each modeled species.

TABLE 2. Displays the number of populations (after data cleaning), number of random points
(using polygon-to-point method), dispersal buffer, regularization parameter, and dates transects
were surveyed.
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TABLE 3. Environmental variables utilized in the model, native data resolution (all were
resampled to 30 m), and data source.

TABLE 4. Variable correlations for six environmental variables used in the models for all
species. Variables were considered correlated when the value was ≥ ± 0.7.
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TABLE 5. Variable correlations for seven environmental variables for the crested shieldfern
model including canopy cover derived from LiDAR data. Variables were considered correlated
when the value was ≥ ± 0.7.

TABLE 6. Cutoff values used to determine moderate and high probability habitat. These values
were determined using Jenks natural breaks.
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TABLE 7. MaxEnt SDM statistics for all six predictions including AUC, AUC standard
deviation, percent of project area (USFS only lands) that is high probability habitat, percent of
project area (USFS only lands) that is moderate probability habitat, and acres of moderate and
high probability habitat. Field accuracy assessment statistics for all six models including overall
accuracy, percent of transects ranked as likely habitat, number of new populations found, and
number of transects surveyed.
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APPENDIX A:
INFORMATION TO DOCUMENT FOR A TRANSECT
GENERAL
- Date
- Name of surveyor
- Access (how you got there, what trails / roads were taken)
- Latitude / longitude / elevation
- TRS/ Quad Name for area surveyed (can add this at the office)

HABITAT
- Describe the landscape:
Slope & aspect
Landscape description
Soil and geology type
Moisture level (dry, wet, etc.)
General cover (open or shaded)
Density (Closed canopy, open canopy, etc.)
- Dominant Habitat Type for unit
- Target TES Species for survey (if known)
- Plant list of all species encountered during survey
- Dominant overstory (trees in the area)
- Dominant understory, % cover of top ~10 dominant species
- Weed populations encountered
- % Cover of weeds
- Significant features in survey area:
Specialized habitats (Rock outcropping, moist seeps, open sandy slopes, etc.)
User created trails (OHV, horses, etc)
Cattle damage (What kind, where it is located, etc.)
Fire history (Burned stumps, burn piles, down burned debris, etc.; approximate age)
Timber history (Old skid trails, slash piles, old stumps, etc; approximate age)
Historical features (Cabins, archaeological sites, etc.)
- Amount of downed debris (fuel load)
- Is this transect likely habitat for this species?
- Take a picture of transect start (looking down transect) and transect end (looking up transect)

ELEMENT OCCURRENCES (within the population, document the following)
- If sensitive species are found, list top 10 related species and detailed habitat notes and size of population
- Possible threats to population?
- Dominant overstory (trees in the area)
- Dominant understory, % cover of top ~10 dominant species
- Weed populations encountered
- % Cover of weeds
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